
 

MILES Chemical Solutions provides a complete line of paint stripping 

solutions to remove E-Coat and Powder Coating as well as 

cured/wet-applied coatings.  

What's the benefit to you? 

Ships as a concentrate and reduces with water by 50%, cost 

effective. 

Removes Powder Coating by lifting film from substrate 

allowing easy removal by filtration, providing for long bath 

life.  

Works well on carbon steel, stainless, aluminum, zinc and 

magnesium substrates.  

Non-HAP (No Hazardous Air Pollutants), Environmentally 

Friendly  

Economical at Only $20.00/Gallon in Drums, $10.00/Gallon 

Operating Cost!  

Recycle Rework Powder Coating to reach zero defect coating 

quality, in order to give your company a maximum 

advantage.  

No one in the world offers, more complete line of paint 

strippers for Paint Finishes, E-Coat and Powder Coat removal 

than MILES Chemical Solutions  

Complete line of Paint Stripping Solutions to 

Remove E-Coat, Powder Coating, Cured/Wet-

Applied Coatings. 

(248) 765-9946 

(Free Paint Stripping Evaluation) 

 

Finishers “Recycle Your Rework” At a Competitive Price. 

Remove Paint Finishes from Aluminum, Zinc and Steel Substrates With MILES #8641: New Product Technology 

Testimonials 

“An Ohio Paint Finishing Job Shop improved quality significantly by installing a hot strip process tank and utilizing 

MILES #8641 concentrated paint stripping solution to recover powder coating rework and reprocess parts as first run to 



(o-defect) standards. 

A Missouri Powder Coater saved 50% per gallon of chemical cost by switching to MILES paint stripping solutions 

with additional savings using the concentrated product with 50% water.  

We had jobs that required immersion in our former stripping solution for 6 hours or more in some cases. Now 

we can strip those same coatings in an hour or less. Many parts strip clean in a matter of minutes.  

We now have the capability to strip Aluminum, Galvanized, and Steel with no damage to the substrate with a 

“MILES Chemical Solutions” single product.  

MILES #8641 undercuts coatings in sheets that are easily removed by filtering, providing longer bath life for 

our stripping solution.  

We switched from the burn-off process and now chemically strip our E-Coat Hooks, Racks and Fixtures with much 

cleaner results and in minutes verses 8 to 12 hours turn-around time with the burn-off oven. We would recommend 

this product to other e-coat stripping operations with confidence.” 

We also supply Fast, low temperature-MILES #8648 for Aluminum & Steel Stripping-(not recommended for zinc or 

magnesium), as well as MILES # 8612 Eco-Powder Strip for dissolving your coating away from all metal substrates. 

Contact us Today 

To f ind out more about how we can cut cost and improve quality for Your Operation... 

Phone: (248) 765-9946 

Email: sam@mileschemicalsolutions.com 

Website: www.MilesChemicalSolutions.com 

 

 

Click here to get a FREE Paint Stripping Evaluation! 


